[Bone and joint diseases in children. Skeletal dysplasia in children--unrecognized cases in daily practice].
Skeletal dysplasia is a group of diseases caused by aberration of growth, development and differentiation of skeletal tissues including bone and cartilage. Most of the diseases that belong to skeletal dysplasia are monogenic diseases. Diagnosis of skeletal dysplasia during childhood is easier than those in other period of life ; usually we can diagnose them clinically by their characteristic radiographic features and confirm the diagnosis by genetic test when the disease genes are known. However, some skeletal dysplasias may escape from detection because of their mild phenotypes and lack of diagnostic complications, and may be diagnosed as common orthopedic diseases. Here, we present several cases of such skeletal dysplasia that we experienced in our daily practice and highlight diagnostic problems. For correct diagnosis of skeletal dysplasia, it is important to consider its possibility always in the clinical practice and to collect clinical information appropriately, including those regarding family history. The collect diagnosis would lead to better treatment and care for patients and families.